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Abstract 

Data has always been and is becoming a resource that needs to be judiciously 

used and shared for the benefit of the organizations and institutions. More than 

ever, there is a massive data sharing these days with the increasing 

technological updates and social networking sites. The processed data is called 

as information and the task of finding them from the existing repository are called as information 

retrieval. Information retrieval is an area of research actively involving multiple domains of 

computer science. Information retrieval exploits many of the fundamental concepts of computer 

science and is used as a tool in various advanced research areas of computer science. For an 

example, the field of text mining uses information retrieval as a first step for before applying other 

mining operations. 
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Introduction 

Data may contain a single element or sometimes it may be a set of elements. Whether it is a single 

element or multiple elements but it must be organized in a particular way in the computer memory 

system. In this article, we are going to discuss some very important terms like what is data structure 

& classification of data structure – Primitive Data Structure, Non-Primitive Data Structure etc. 

The data structure is basically a technique of organizing and storing of different types of data items 

in computer memory. It is considered as not only the storing of data elements but also the 

maintaining of the logical relationship existing between individual data elements. 

The Data structure can also be defined as a mathematical or logical model, which relates to a 

particular organization of different data elements. 

Specification of data structure: 

 Organization of data 

 Accessing methods 

 Degree of associatively 

 Processing alternatives for information 

Data structures are considered as the main building blocks of a computer program. So, at the time 

of selection of data structure, we should follow these two things so that our selection is efficient 

enough to solve our problem. 

1. The data structure must be powerful enough to handle the different relationship existing 

between the data. 

2. The structure of data also to be simple, so that we can efficiently process data when 

required.  

Basically, the term data structure and algorithm both are somehow related to each other. Set of a 

well-defined algorithm and data structure makes a computer program efficient. 


